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ABSTRACT
A seasonal prediction model of tropical cyclone (TC) activities for the period August–October over the
North Atlantic (NA) has been developed on the basis of TC track patterns. Using the fuzzy c-means method, a
total of 432 TCs in the period 1965–2012 are categorized into the following four groups: 1) TCs off the
U.S. East Coast, 2) TCs over the Gulf of Mexico, 3) TCs that recurve into the open ocean of the central NA,
and 4) TCs that move westward in the southern NA. The model is applied to predict the four TC groups
separately in conjunction with global climate forecasts from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System, version 2 (CFSv2). By adding the distributions of the four TC tracks
with precalculated weighting factors, this seasonal TC forecast model provides the spatial distribution of TC
activities over the entire NA basin. Multiple forecasts initialized in six consecutive months from February to
July are generated at monthly intervals to examine the applicability of this model in operational TC forecasting.
Cross validations of individual forecasts show that the model can reasonably predict the observed TC frequencies over NA at the 99% confidence level. The model shows a stable spatial prediction skill, proving its
advantage for forecasting regional TC activities several months in advance. In particular, the model can generate
reliable information on regional TC counts in the near-coastal regions as well as in the entire NA basin.

1. Introduction
Tropical cyclones (TCs) over the North Atlantic (NA)
have a major impact on the economy and environment
in North America. Smith and Katz (2013) reported that
the total estimated damages caused by TCs in the United
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States was about $418 billion in 1980–2011, about 47% of
the total losses from natural disasters. Thus, a skillful
seasonal prediction of TC activities is crucial for the
preparation and reduction of TC-related losses in the
North American coastal region.
A number of empirical models have been developed
for the seasonal predictions of TC activities over the NA
basin based on their time-lagged relationships with
precursory environmental conditions (e.g., Gray et al.
1992; Elsner and Schmertmann 1993; Hess et al. 1995;
Lehmiller et al. 1997; Blake and Gray 2004; Saunders
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and Lea 2005; Elsner and Jagger 2006; Klotzbach 2007;
LaRow et al. 2010). Some of these models have shown
useful skill and have been employed in operational TC
predictions. However, the statistical relationships are at
times difficult to interpret physically because of their
time-lagged properties, which may eventually result in
poor forecasting skill in operational TC predictions. In
addition to statistical forecasts, high-resolution dynamic
models have also been used for seasonal TC prediction
by incorporating the TC detection algorithm based on
key characteristics of TCs in model simulations (e.g.,
Knutson et al. 2007; Camargo and Barnston 2009; Zhao
et al. 2010; Chen and Lin 2011). Despite demanding
substantial computational resources, operational dynamic seasonal TC forecasts are experimentally used in
various modeling centers (LaRow et al. 2010; Vecchi
et al. 2014; Camp et al. 2015) with a significant improvement from just a few years ago (Camargo et al. 2007a).
As an alternative to these statistical or dynamical
TC forecasts, several recent studies have introduced hybrid statistical–dynamical approaches for TC prediction
over key ocean basins (e.g., Wang et al. 2009; Kim and
Webster 2010; Vecchi et al. 2011; H.-S. Kim et al. 2012; Li
et al. 2013). These hybrid methods utilize the simultaneous
relationship between TC activities (i.e., predictand) and
large-scale environmental conditions (i.e., predictors)
forecasted by dynamical models to improve upon the
traditional pure statistical forecasts. These hybrid forecasts overcome the weaknesses inherent in the statistical
methods and also preserve the physical and direct connections between summertime TCs and the environmental conditions (H.-S. Kim et al. 2012). Furthermore, these
approaches have operational advantages, because TC
predictions can be updated according to forecasted
atmospheric and oceanic conditions from coupled
atmosphere–ocean climate models.
Most seasonal TC prediction approaches target the
total number of TCs over the entire basin. However, the
impact of TCs on human society are mainly connected to
their landfalls rather than the total basinwide TC counts
(Pielke and Landsea 1998; Pielke et al. 2008; Weinkle
et al. 2012). Recognizing the practical importance of TC
pathways, several recent studies attempted to predict
the TC track density by a track-oriented-pattern categorization approach. Chu et al. (2010) and Chu and
Zhao (2011) introduced this concept. They argued that
this approach can eventually, in principle, lead to better
performance via more detailed physical links with individual TC track patterns. For the western North Pacific
(WNP) basin, a cost-effective probabilistic TC track
density prediction model was developed on the basis of
seven different TC track patterns (e.g., H.-S. Kim et al.
2012; J.-H. Kim et al. 2012; Ho et al. 2013). The National
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Typhoon Center of the Korea Meteorological Administration currently employs this model for the seasonal
outlook of TC activities over the WNP basin. Similarly,
classifications and predictions of the TC track patterns
over the NA as well as their frequencies have been reported in several studies (Hall and Jewson 2007, 2008;
Kossin et al. 2010; Kozar et al. 2012). However, comprehensive seasonal predictions of the spatial TC track
pattern over the entire NA have not been reported
thus far.
The objectives of this study are to develop a seasonal
TC prediction model for the NA basin on the basis of a
hybrid statistical–dynamical approach and to examine
its skill. A number of previous studies have applied
clustering techniques to TC tracks; such studies have
shown that clustering analysis can be used to divide the
overlapped effects of climate systems into individual
categories of TC track patterns (Elsner 2003; Kossin
et al. 2010). On the basis of these properties, we have
developed statistical prediction models for each track
pattern, and we merged the predictions for individual
track patterns into a seasonal TC track density forecast
for the entire basin. By comparing the model results to
observations, we can evaluate the model’s forecast skill
for the entire NA basin and subbasins. Specifically, this
study targets the prediction of TCs that affect the U.S.
East Coast, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Caribbean Sea,
all of which are severely affected by landfalling TCs.
This paper is organized as follows. The datasets used in
this study are described in section 2. Section 3 presents
detailed procedures for developing the seasonal TC prediction model; verification of model predictability is
presented in section 4. Section 5 shows the prediction of
regional TC activities in NA subbasins. Conclusions from
this study are in section 6.

2. Data
The data for TC activities over the NA basin during
1965–2012 are obtained from the hurricane database
(HURDAT) at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) National Hurricane Center,
which posts the location and intensity of all NA TCs at
6-h intervals (McAdie et al. 2009). The HURDAT besttrack data are available from 1851; however, this study
has analyzed only the TCs from 1965, when satellite
observations became available, to 2012 (Chu 2002).
We focus on the TC activities from August through
October (ASO), because the number of NA TCs in this
3-month period is relevant to about 80% of climatological mean annual NA TC counts. Only the cyclones
with maximum sustained wind speeds greater than
17 m s21 are defined as TCs.
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To investigate the effects of the large-scale environment on TC activities, atmospheric circulation data are
obtained from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Reanalysis-2 dataset (R-2; Kanamitsu
et al. 2002), which has a horizontal resolution of 2.58 3 2.58
in latitude and longitude. We analyzed the vertical wind
shear (VWS) defined as the zonal wind difference between 200 and 850 hPa in addition to the zonal wind and
relative vorticity at the 850-hPa level (U850 and VOR850,
respectively). The monthly sea surface temperature (SST)
data are obtained from the NOAA Extended Reconstructed SST, version 3 (ERSST.v3; Smith et al. 2008).
ERSST.v3 data have a 28 3 28 resolution in latitude and
longitude. The reanalysis data and SST during 1982–2012
are used for consistency with the dynamic seasonal forecast described below.
For the dynamical component of this hybrid statistical–
dynamical model, we adopt the NCEP Climate Forecast
System, version 2 (CFSv2), a fully coupled global
atmosphere–ocean–land modeling system. NCEP CFSv2
was updated in March 2011 from the earlier CFS version 1
model and has since been used for operational seasonal
climate forecasting (Saha et al. 2014). In this study, the
monthly NCEP CFSv2 retrospective forecasts at a 18 3 18
resolution in latitude and longitude for the period
1982–2012 is used. The retrospective data are reforecasted with the CFS Reanalysis as an initial condition,
which is utilized to construct a simultaneous statistical
relationship between TC activities and environmental
fields for each TC cluster. The CFSv2 generates 9-month
forecasts consisting of four ensembles per day with different initial conditions at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC.
The retrospective data include 9-month forecasts issued
every five days, beginning from 1 January of every year;
thus, 24 ensemble members are generally included for
each month except November, which has 28 members. To
forecast the TC activity during the ASO, we use 12 ensemble members of NCEP CFSv2 forecasts representing
the number of ensembles for half a month. These ensemble members are issued on three consecutive days, including two 5-day periods 10 and 5 days prior to the
forecast in addition to the original forecast day for our
TC prediction model (e.g., 25 and 30 June and 5 July for
the case of a 5 July TC forecast). Additionally, we verified
the model performance against observations every month
by changing the forecast day in early February (5 February) to that in early July (5 July).

3. Development of seasonal TC forecast model
a. Pattern classification
We first have identified typical TC track patterns in
the NA using the fuzzy c-mean method (FCM; Bezdek

1981), one of the most widely used methods in clustering
analysis. A previous study of Kim et al. (2011), which
examined various clustering techniques, found that the
FCM can yield reliable classification of TC tracks that
have intricate geographical features for defining
boundaries separating different clusters. Once these
climatological TC patterns are set, it is not necessary to
repeat this process as a result of its quasi-stationary
feature, and also the basis of our prediction model is
prepared. Because all TC datasets must be of equal
length for performing FCM, each TC track is interpolated into 20 segments following Kim et al. (2011),
who showed that 20 segments are sufficient for representing the characteristics of TC tracks. The FCM is
performed by minimizing the c-means function J, defined as
C

J5

K

å å (mik )m kxk 2 ci k2 ,

(1)

i51 k51

where
2
C
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The number of clusters is represented by C, K is the
number of TCs, mik is the membership coefficient of the
kth TC to the ith cluster, m is the fuzziness coefficient, xk
is the kth TC position, ci is the center of the ith cluster,
and kk represents the Euclidean norm. The membership coefficient, a special measurement of the FCM,
indicates the distance of the kth TC with respect to the
ith cluster center as a probability concept. Each TC has
membership coefficients with values between zero and
one for all clusters. After the membership coefficients
and cluster centers are calculated by minimizing the
c-means functional in Eq. (1), individual TCs are assigned to a specific cluster for which its membership
coefficient is largest, allowing for probabilistic characteristics of their tracks. This procedure makes newly
updated TC track data with additional observations to
be assigned to one of the track patterns based on the
historical data. Finally, TC track densities for each
cluster are constructed in a 58 3 58 latitude–longitude
grid nest by sorting TC tracks. Detailed information
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and the procedure of the FCM module are described
in Kim et al. (2011).
The clustering results must be carefully examined, as
they vary according to the number of clusters (Camargo
et al. 2007b; Kim et al. 2011) and will eventually affect
the entire model development. To objectively determine
the optimal number of clusters in FCM, we examined the
sensitivity of the four scalar indices, the partition coefficient (Bezdek 1981), the partition index (Bensaid et al.
1996), the separation index (Xie and Beni 1991), and the
alternative Dunn index (Dunn 1973) to the number of
clusters. The definitions and properties of these indices
are described in Dunn (1973), Bezdek (1981), Xie and
Beni (1991), Bensaid et al. (1996), and Kim et al. (2011).
Larger (smaller) values of partition coefficient (partition
index, separation index, and alternative Dunn index) indicate that corresponding cluster number is more optimal
in FCM (Kim et al. 2011). The comprehensive optimum
cluster number detection process using these four indices
showed that four TC track patterns can adequately represent the NA TC track properties during the TC season
(not shown).
Figure 1 displays the four TC track patterns and the
entire 432 TC tracks over the NA during ASO from 1965
to 2012. The TCs of cluster 1 (C1 pattern) generally
originate off the North American east coast (subtropical
western NA) and propagate northeastward along the
U.S. East Coast (Fig. 1a). These TCs often affect and
make a landfall in the eastern U.S. region. The C2 pattern is characterized by tracks entering the Gulf of
Mexico and the Caribbean Sea (Fig. 1b). These TCs
generally form near Cuba and Haiti and move northwestward to the Gulf of Mexico. The devastating Hurricane Katrina in 2005 belongs to this cluster. The TCs in
the C3 pattern originate over the vast open ocean of the
NA and move to mid- and high-latitude regions with
recurving tracks (Fig. 1c). Although this type of TC has
the longest life-span and the strongest intensity, its
damages are usually small because its track remains
mostly over the ocean. The C4-pattern TCs are generated
near the tropical region of the NA and move westward,
affecting maritime islands (Fig. 1d). All together, the total
TC track density of the NA clearly depicts two major
paths of TCs. The first is a straight northwestward ridge to
the Gulf of Mexico in the tropical regions (C2 and C4),
and the second is a northeastward recurving ridge at
midlatitude (Fig. 1e). The numbers (percentages) of C1,
C2, C3, and C4 TCs are 112 (25.9%), 123 (28.5%), 98
(22.7%), and 99 (22.9%) of the total 432 (100%) TCs,
respectively.
Our classification of the NA TC track patterns is
highly consistent with previous studies. Kossin et al.
(2010) and Kozar et al. (2012) suggested that the
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climatological TC tracks in the NA basin can be classified
into four groups. Although the method and the period in
their study are different from those in this study, their
results are similar to those in the present study.
Nakamura et al. (2009) clustered the TC tracks into six
groups by using the k-means method with mass moments.
In that study, TCs recurving to midlatitude were classified
into four clusters. In the present study, however, such
TCs were grouped in two clusters (i.e., C1 and C3 patterns). Classification of the TC tracks into more groups
may be helpful for identifying the separated linkage with
diverse climate variability. Nevertheless, more clusters
lead to smaller numbers of TCs assigned to each cluster,
which in turn makes it difficult to construct reliable statistical forecast models. Given the objective of this study,
seasonal prediction of NA TC activities, we sorted the
NA TC tracks into four patterns, which are the same as
the aforementioned result of optimum cluster number
detection process.

b. Prediction model for each cluster
Construction of the hybrid statistical–dynamical TC
prediction model for each track pattern is a core step in
this development. Prior to developing the model, we first
examined the empirical relationships between TC activity and large-scale environmental fields for each track
pattern. Candidate variables in constructing the model
are decided as ASO-averaged SST, VWS, VOR850, and
U850, all of which are well-known large-scale factors
that influence the NA TC activities (Gray et al. 1992;
Blake and Gray 2004; Saunders and Lea 2005; Klotzbach
2007). Other factors, such as moist stability and midlevel
relative humidity, also affect TC activity (Gray 1998);
however, these are not regarded as suitable for predictors
because of the lack of reliability in today’s climate model
simulations (John and Soden 2007; Saha et al. 2014).
Figure 2 shows the temporal correlations between the
TC frequency and the selected atmospheric and oceanic
variables for each cluster based on the ensemble mean
of the NCEP CFSv2 retrospective issued on 5 July. The
critical domains (rectangular boxes in Fig. 2) are identified as those when both correlations of the NCEP R-2
(not shown) and CFSv2 retrospective data with TC activity equal or exceed the 90% confidence level. The
NCEP CFSv2 closely reproduces the observed relationships between TC frequency and large-scale atmospheric
and oceanic forcings with high statistical significance in
the critical domains. It is also required that the selected
domains with variables should be physically related to
the corresponding TC track patterns. Predictors are
computed by obtaining the area averages of gridpoint
values in the critical domains that meet the threshold
of statistical significance at the 90% confidence level.
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FIG. 1. (a)–(d) Four track patterns of NA TCs during
the period 1965–2012 TC season and (e) total tracks.
Contours represent climatological track densities; the
interval is 10, except in (e) it is 5. Black dots indicate
the genesis position of each TC, and gray lines show
individual TC tracks. The number of TCs for each
pattern is shown in parenthesis.

The relative importance of individual predictors and their
combinations for each track pattern can then be determined in sensitivity tests. As long as the NCEP CFSv2
effectively simulates the TC–environmental fields’ relationships, we can anticipate that the hybrid-type model
will, in principle, provide credible predictions.
The VWS is negatively correlated with the C1 TC
frequency in the midlatitude region (Fig. 2a). It is noted
that small VWS (i.e., weak baroclinity) is a key for TC
formation as well as for maintaining TC activities.
Based on this, VWS is included as a predictor since it is
expected to affect TCs especially in the midlatitudes
where strong westerlies in the upper troposphere can
negatively affect TCs. Some regions, such as the equatorial eastern Pacific, show positive correlations between

TCs and VWS, which can be recognized as a well-known
anticorrelation of the North Atlantic TC activity and
eastern Pacific VWS (Frank and Young 2007). However,
this significant anticorrelation pattern is not well shown in
the correlation map of the CFSv2 retrospectives because
the number of grid points showing significant correlation
with the C1-pattern TCs is too small (Fig. 2a). Thus, we
exclude such regions. The C1-pattern TCs are also positively correlated with local VOR850 over the eastern
U.S. coastal region, where this type of TC is dominant
(Fig. 2b).
If a TC season is in a La Niña phase in the equatorial
Pacific or if positive SST anomalies appear over lowlatitude regions of the NA, C2-pattern TCs (i.e., TCs in
the Gulf of Mexico) are found to be more active
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FIG. 2. Distribution of correlation coefficients between observed C1–C4 TC frequencies and the ensemble average of CFSv2 retrospectives initialized on 5 Jul for each predictor. The contour interval is 0.2; the zero contour line is omitted. Shading indicates areas
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level. Critical regions are presented as a rectangular box in each panel.

(Goldenberg et al. 2001; Holland and Webster 2007;
Kossin and Vimont 2007; Vecchi and Soden 2007). Both
the remote influence of the negative anomalous SST
values in the eastern Pacific and the local positive SST
effect in the NA induce a rising motion over the Gulf
of Mexico. Because negatively correlated SST regions
statistically significant at the 90% level are not reached in

the CFSv2 correlation map, only positively correlated
SST patterns in the low-latitude regions of the NA are
used as a predictor (Fig. 2c). This physical mechanism also
results in triggering positive vorticity anomalies and creates favorable conditions for TC genesis in the offequatorial region (Fig. 2d). The U850 shows a significant
positive relationship with C2-pattern TCs over the tropics;
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thus, U850 is selected as a predictor (Fig. 2e). Equatorial
low-level zonal wind is related to the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO), which has been shown to modulate TC
activity in the Gulf of Mexico and the northwestern Caribbean Sea (Klotzbach 2010). In fact, the MJO itself may
not be suitable for seasonal prediction because its time
scale is subseasonal (i.e., about 30–60 days). Nevertheless,
the dynamical mechanism of U850 for affecting C2 TC
activity analogous to the MJO effect is still valid even in a
seasonal time scale.
The prediction model of C3-pattern TCs uses SST,
VOR850, and U850 as predictors. C3-pattern TCs activities show positive correlations with basinwide SST in
the NA (Fig. 2f), which is a pattern similar to the Atlantic
multidecadal oscillation. Along with that, C3-pattern
TC frequency is positively correlated with VOR850
(Fig. 2g). Both create well-known favorable conditions for
TC development and were thus selected as predictors. The
U850 over the tropical NA also positively correlates to C3pattern TCs (Fig. 2h). When the strong eastward zonal wind
is dominant over the tropical NA, TCs (here, C3-pattern
TCs) may be steered to recurve without making a landfall
on the North American coast. For C4, we invite the positive
relationships of midlatitude VWS as a predictor (Fig. 2i).
Because the strengthening of midlatitude VWS can
weaken TC activity, TCs usually have tracks that are
active only in low-latitude regions (i.e., C4-pattern
TCs). Moreover, the anomalous positive vorticity in
the tropics apparently can contribute to C4 TC genesis
(Fig. 2j), similar to that in the other cases. These results
imply that, if favorable conditions of low-level vorticity
are presented during the ASO season, the NA TCs are
more likely to develop.
In the statistical part, the model prediction of the TC
frequency for each track pattern is developed by incorporating the corresponding predictors into the
Poisson regression. The Poisson regression is known
to show better skill for cases where the predictand
consists of nonnegative integer data, such as TC frequency (Elsner and Schmertmann 1993; Chu and Zhao
2007, 2011; Chu et al. 2010; H.-S. Kim et al. 2012). A
Poisson regression assumed that the expected occurrence rate is the exponential function of the linear
combinations of the predictors. The detailed formula
is defined as

ye 5 exp

k

å bj xj 1 b0

!
,

(2)

j51

where ye is the expected value of occurrence of the event
(i.e., predictand), which is equal to the Poisson intensity
parameter, k is the number of predictors, bj is the

coefficient of the jth predictor xj and b0 is the constant. In our hybrid statistical–dynamical model, the
predictors xj are obtained from the seasonal forecasts of
CFSv2. The regression parameters are estimated by
maximizing the likelihood of the Poisson distribution
using iteration during the training period.

c. Construction of final forecasting map
The four gridded TC track patterns PCi , which are the
basis of this seasonal TC track density forecast model
(contours in Fig. 1), are defined as
PC (lat, lon) 5

N(within 58358 grid box) (lat, lon)
NC

i

,

(3)

i

where i is the cluster number, and NCi indicates the
number of TCs in cluster i. Then all of the predicted
results are multiplied to the basis of this model (i.e., four
gridded TC track patterns) and combined together to
construct the final forecasts Pl of TC occurrence for each
grid over the entire NA basin. The formula is expressed
as
4

Pl 5

å NC ,l PC (lat, lon).

i51

i

i

(4)

In Eq. (4), l is the target year, and NCi ,l is the predicted
number of TCs in cluster i for the year l. It is notable that
this model provides the deterministic predictions for TC
occurrence, whereas previous models for WNP TCs
(H.-S. Kim et al. 2012; Ho et al. 2013) were developed to
provide probabilistic information of TC density. Because, after clustering, the number of seasonal TCs in
the NA is insufficient for constructing the probabilistic
distribution over the vast NA basin, our model targeting
the NA basin prediction shows higher predictability in
the TC occurrence than probabilistic TC density (not
shown). Moreover, our model can realistically predict
TC occurrence without requiring the bias correction
process used for WNP TC prediction (H.-S. Kim
et al. 2012).

4. Validation
Examination of the model skill employs a leave-oneout cross-validation method, which is widely used to
assess the performance of statistical prediction (Gray
et al. 1992; Elsner and Schmertmann 1993, 1994; Chu
et al. 2007; H.-S. Kim et al. 2012; Ho et al. 2013).
Specifically, when predictions are performed for the
training period, the model is iteratively adjusted for all
available retrospective forecasts data except the target
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year, assuming the predictors are independent on
different years. This method allows us to examine
whether the model fitting process is optimized to
make prediction results as far as realistically
possible.
Figure 3 shows the ensemble-mean hindcasts for the
TC frequency for individual clusters (Figs. 3a–d) as well
as the total TC numbers (Fig. 3e) initialized in early
February to early July on a monthly interval. The 12
members of the NCEP CFSv2 retrospective forecasts
are used to calculate the ensemble means. Although
individual forecasts oscillate with relatively large variances (not shown), the ensemble mean for constructing
the final forecast agrees well with observations (black
lines in Figs. 3a–e) regardless of the forecast lead time.
These are consistent with those reported by Kwon et al.
(2007), who showed that multimember ensemble means
generally outperform individual members in statistical
predictions of TC activity. In addition, to objectively
evaluate the model performance compared to the reference forecast, reforecasts from the model based on
NCEP R-2 instead of CFSv2 retrospectives are overlapped (black dashed lines in Figs. 3a–e). In this comparison, the reforecast using the reanalysis data (i.e.,
NCEP R-2 in this study) can be regarded as the reference forecast. The reforecasts using the NCEP R-2
compare well with observations with no forecast biases.
As shown in the hindcasts from the CFSv2 retrospectives and reforecasts using NCEP R-2 data, the overall
climatology and variability of TC activities are well
represented in the model despite some forecast uncertainties due to the errors in CFSv2 seasonal forecasts.
Thus, we conclude that the ensemble-mean hindcasts
from CFSv2 are reliable.
It is noteworthy that the hindcast of CFSv2 effectively resolves the interannual variability and most of
the observed extreme TC activity seasons (e.g., 2000 in
C1, 2005 in C2, and 1995 in C3), suggesting that our
model is skillful also in predicting abnormal TC activities. Note that the predicted frequency does not reach
the zero TC count because the Poisson regression
model cannot generate zero (e.g., 1994 and 1995 in C1,
2008 in C3, and 1985 in C4). One notable forecast error
is that the hindcast substantially overestimates the
observed TC frequency in 2010, particularly for clusters C2, C3, and C4 (Figs. 3b–d). This discrepancy is
mainly caused by large-scale positive VOR850 anomalies in the CFSv2 retrospective forecast in 2010. The
CFSv2 retrospective shows broad positive VOR850
anomalies over the low-latitude NA region concentrated over the Gulf of Mexico (not shown), which
were subsequently adopted as predictors for C2–C4
patterns (Figs. 2d,g,j).
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FIG. 3. Time series of TC frequency from observations (black
solid line), from reforecasts using the NCEP R-2 data (black
dashed line), and from the ensemble mean of the model hindcast
driven by the CFSv2 retrospective run (gray solid line) for the
period 1982–2012.

To examine the statistical skill, the correlation coefficient (COR), root-mean-square errors (RMSEs),
and mean square skill score (MSSS) of ensembleaveraged hindcasts using CFSv2 and reforecasts using
NCEP R-2 with the observation are analyzed on varying
forecast day (Table 1). These measures are generally
used to verify the reliability of the forecast (Wilks 2006).
The formulas of RMSE and MSSS are

RMSE 5 [MSE]1/2 5

1
n

n

å (yobs,t 2 yet )2

1/2
(5)

t51

and
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0.86
0.74
0.80
0.85
0.78
0.69
0.55
0.68
0.85
0.83
0.62
0.69
0.75
0.80
0.74
1.08
0.96
0.95
0.67
2.03
0.89
0.83
0.87
0.92
0.87
0.83
0.70
0.68
0.85
0.76
0.61
0.77
0.83
0.78
0.80
1.10
0.82
0.78
0.71
1.80
0.93
0.89
0.92
0.93
0.91
C1
C2
C3
C4
Total

COR RMSE MSSS GSS COR RMSE MSSS GSS COR RMSE MSSS GSS COR RMSE MSSS GSS COR RMSE MSSS GSS COR RMSE MSSS GSS COR RMSE MSSS GSS

NCEP R-2
reforecast
5 Jul
5 Jun
1 May
1 Apr

where n is the number of the training years (i.e., 31 in
this study), yobs,t is the observed TC frequency for the tth
year, yet is the ensemble average of the hindcasts of TC
frequency for year t, and yobs is the mean of the observed
TC numbers. For all clusters, the TC hindcasts show
significant relationships with observations at the 99%
confidence level, with COR values exceeding 0.66.
These results indicate that our model can reliably reforecast the interannual variability of the observed TC
activities with several months of lead time. The RMSEs
of the four TC patterns are approximately one, suggesting that our model error is about one TC for individual track patterns. Likewise, the model error in
predicting the total TC number over the NA basin is
about two per year. The MSSS is the ratio of the meansquare error of the predictions compared to that of the
observation. This measure is applicable only for deterministic forecasts. A large MSSS indicates prediction
skill improvement over climatology-based reference
forecasts in which the MSSS is equal to zero. MSSSs are
all significantly larger than zero (Table 1), suggesting
that our model shows significant forecast skill compared
with climatology-based reference prediction. Moreover,
all of the CFSv2 ensemble-averaged hindcasts show
better skill than that using NCEP R-2 data. These statistical measures also advocate again that the effect of
uncertainty in model parameters due to errors in CFSv2
seasonal forecasts is a relatively minor factor in model
predictability.
As well as the TC number prediction, it is also worth
examining the forecast results in terms of categories
compared to its climatology: below normal (BN), normal (N), and above normal (AN). When the number of
TCs is 0.5 standard deviations above (below) the average TC frequency, that year is assigned to the AN (BN)
category. Understandably, the other years are defined as
category N. The categorized results of observation and
ensemble-averaged hindcasts are shown in contingency
tables for each cluster and total TC number (Table 2).
When the diagonal components of each contingency
matrix have nonzero values, both observations and
predictions are in the same category, this indicates there
was a successful prediction. The other components can
be interpretable as forecast failures. Table 2 shows that
the C1 model correctly predicts 21 of the 31 years (1982–
2012), which is about a 68% success rate. Similarly, the
success rates of the C2, C3, C4, and total TC models are
65%, 74%, 71%, and 74%, respectively.

2 Mar

(6)

5 Feb

1 n
å (y 2 yet )2
MSEmodel
n t51 obs,t
MSSS 5 1 2
512 n
,
MSEobs
1
2
(y
2
y
)
å
obs
n t51 obs,t
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TABLE 1. Correlation coefficients, root-mean-square errors, mean square skill scores, and Gerrity skill scores of ensemble-averaged hindcasts from CFSv2 retrospectives in six issue days
and the reforecast using the NCEP R-2 with the observation for the period 1982–2012.
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To assess quantitatively the predictability as these three
categories, we introduce the Gerrity skill score (GSS;
Gerrity 1992). GSS takes account of equitability for multicategorical forecasts, so it is an appropriate measure for
this purpose. GSS is generally used for verification of the
forecast/observation outcome represented by the contingency table (Kim et al. 2010; see Table 2). GSS is defined as

TABLE 2. Contingency tables between the observed TC activity and
hindcast results issued on 5 Jul for the period 1982–2012.
Observation

C1
Forecast

3

GSS 5

å pij sij ,

(7)

i51

C2
Forecast

where pij is the marginal probabilities of each cell, and sij
is the scoring weights. The scoring weights are given by
8
2
>
1 i21 21
>
>
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>
>
2 r51
>
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>
>
>
>
>
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#
>
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Total
Forecast

BN

N

AN

Total

BN
N
AN
Total

8
6
0
14

2
7
1
10

0
1
6
7

10
14
7
31

BN
N
AN
Total

7
2
0
9

3
7
1
11

0
5
6
11

10
14
7
31

BN
N
AN
Total

10
4
0
14

1
8
1
10

0
2
5
7

11
14
6
31

BN
N
AN
Total

7
1
0
8

3
9
2
14

0
3
6
9

10
13
8
31

BN
N
AN
Total

8
3
0
11

0
9
1
10

0
4
6
10

8
16
7
31

(9)

å pr

r51

where r is a dummy summation index, and pr is sample
probability to the total number. A GSS of one is recognized as a perfect prediction, zero is reference skill,
and a negative value represents a poorer skill than reference. All of the GSSs of multiple forecasts shown in
Table 1 are much larger than zero, which means that our
model predicts TC activity within the three categories
(i.e., BN, N, and AN) better than the reference forecast
based on climatology.
In summary, our model is skillful with various forecast
lead times. Some of the long-lead predictions (e.g., 5–
6-month lead forecast) show slightly better skill than the
short-lead-time predictions (e.g., 1–2-month lead), although the predictability of CFSv2 normally decreases as
the lead time increases. This is expected, as all prediction
models of multiple leads are optimized for their own
training period. As mentioned earlier, the hybrid
statistical–dynamical model picks statistically significant
grids for obtaining predictors. Although the number of
significant grids for longer-lead-time prediction decreases,
the skillful predictors from selected variable sets and grids
maintain the high prediction skill of the model. Thus, stable skill with varying forecast lead times is a unique virtue
of the hybrid statistical–dynamical model for predicting

ASO TC activities, which differs from that in previous
traditional statistical models (e.g., Gray et al. 1992; Elsner
and Schmertmann 1993; Hess et al. 1995; Lehmiller et al.
1997; Blake and Gray 2004; Saunders and Lea 2005; Elsner
and Jagger 2006; Klotzbach 2007; LaRow et al. 2010).

5. Regional distribution of forecasted TCs
Our model is used to predict seasonal TC track patterns for the entire NA basin. To assess the forecast
skill in generating spatial TC distributions during the
training period, we analyzed the rank correlation for each
58 3 58 grid point in the NA basin for different forecast
lead months (Fig. 4). Because the observed and forecasted TC frequencies do not follow a Gaussian distribution at each grid point, we use rank correlation as a
statistical measure for the model skill in order to consider
prediction model errors (Vecchi et al. 2014). By using
rank correlation, which represents the degree of similarity between two rankings, we can evaluate the significance of the relationship between them. Strong rank
correlations (.0.5) for all forecast lead months appeared
in regions with high TC frequency, suggesting the model
is more skillful in regions with high TC activity. Most
of these high predictability grids are located in regions in
which the four TC track patterns overlap. Although these
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FIG. 4. Spatial distribution of retrospective rank correlation between the observed TC passages and ensemble
average of hindcasts results in a 58 3 58 grid box. The contour interval is 0.25; shading indicates areas with rank
correlation greater than 0.5. Multiple forecasts initialized in (a) 5 Feb, (b) 2 Mar, (c) 1 Apr, (d) 1 May, (e) 5 Jun, and
(f) 5 Jul. Three vulnerable TC-influenced domains, defined as R1, R2, and R3 regions, are also shown.

results imply that the seasonal prediction results represented as a TC track density distribution may vary with
time, the rank-correlation patterns are largely invariant
of the forecast lead time.
The direct impact of TCs to human society is closely
linked to TC landfall accompanied by strong wind gusts and
heavy rainfall; therefore, coastal regions are more vulnerable
to TC effects. To examine the model skill for these vulnerable coastal regions, we focused on three major regions
particularly vulnerable to TCs (Fig. 4a). The first region (R1)
includes the U.S. East Coast area, where population and
economic activities are heavily concentrated. The second
region (R2) covers the Gulf of Mexico, the western Caribbean Sea, and their neighboring countries. The third region

(R3) includes the eastern Caribbean Sea, a main region of
TC genesis and their pathways. Spatially, these regions show
substantial rank correlation, indicating high forecast skill
(Fig. 4). By assessing TC distribution over these three vulnerable regions, we can interpret the results of TC activity
prediction at mesoscales as well as a larger-scale view of the
entire basinwide map.
Figure 5 depicts the temporal variations of the observed TC frequency and the ensemble-mean hindcast
for six different lead times in the three regions. To
compare observations and hindcasts consistently, both
of parameters are converted into track densities in
58 3 58 grid boxes covering the entire NA basin. The area
averages for the three regions are then evaluated. The
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FIG. 5. Time series of regional averaged TC passages in (a) R1,
(b) R2, and (c) R3 regions. The black line indicates observation,
and gray lines show ensemble-averaged values of CFSv2 retrospectives for six forecast days, including 5 Feb, 2 Mar, 1 Apr, 1 May,
5 Jun, and 5 Jul for the period 1982–2012.

three time series show no climatological forecast biases
for all regions, which is consistent with the aforementioned time series of each cluster. Although there are
some forecast failures, such as overestimation for R2 in
2010, the correlations of different lead times are all above
0.70 for the three vulnerable regions, which is statistically
significant at the 99% confidence level. In addition to the
interannual variability of regional TC activities, the model
also effectively captured the extreme TC activity years
(e.g., 2005 in R2 and 1995 in R3; Fig. 4). Therefore, our
model is also reliable and skillful for predicting subbasin
coastal TC activity.

6. Conclusions
We have developed a seasonal prediction model based
on four TC track patterns of ASO TC activities over the
NA basin and evaluated its forecasting skill for various
lead months from February to July. Unlike previous
studies focused on the seasonal forecast of the total
number of TCs in the NA basin, our model can also
predict the basinwide spatial distributions of TC activities in addition to the total number of TCs. Because
TC-related damages are more closely related to the TCs’
proximity to coastal areas or landfall rather than the total
TC genesis number in the entire NA basin, this study can

VOLUME 29

contribute directly to TC-impact preparedness, which
can significantly reduce damages to life and property in
TC-prone coastal areas.
TCs in the NA basin are objectively classified into four
TC track patterns by using the FCM, in which each
pattern has its own unique track characteristics. The
C1-pattern TCs pass along the U.S. East Coast, and
C2-pattern TCs develop over the Gulf of Mexico and
the Caribbean Sea and remain in these areas for their
entire lifetimes. C3-pattern TCs are generated in the
subtropical NA, and C4-pattern TCs develop in the
open ocean of the equatorial-central NA. C3 TCs move
to the midlatitude NA with recurving pathways, whereas
C4 TCs are confined to low-latitude regions and mainly
move northwestward toward the islands in the Caribbean. After classifying the four track patterns, the prediction model for an individual pattern is constructed.
Identifying the simultaneous relationships between each
TC pattern and climate variables enables us to select
appropriate predictors of model for each pattern.
Combinations of candidate predictors (e.g., SST, VWS,
VOR850, and U850) well known for affecting TC
activities are determined by conducting several crossvalidation tests with various sets of candidate predictors
to yield the best predictability for each pattern. A hybrid
dynamical–statistical model is developed by using
CFSv2 retrospective forecasts and TC frequencies in
each cluster based on the Poisson regression. To verify the
performances of the forecasts initialized in six consecutive
months from early February to early July, we conducted
leave-one-out cross validation for all forecasts. Validation
of the TC frequency of individual clusters and the total
counts in the NA basin suggests high prediction skill at the
99% confidence level regardless of forecast lead time. Our
model also shows better predictability than the reforecast
based on the NCEP R-2 predictors. In addition, the spatial
distributions of rank correlation for different forecast lead
times are calculated to investigate predictability by regional groups. Because substantially high values of rank
correlation occur in a wide region, we can anticipate
reliable regional TC activity prediction. To investigate
regional TC activity more concretely, the model performance is evaluated for the three TC-vulnerable regions
(i.e., R1, R2, and R3 in Fig. 4). Temporal variations of
observed TC activities and the ensemble-mean hindcasts
for the three vulnerable regions confirm that the model is
skillful in predicting regional TC activities.
The advantage of our model is that it can predict
spatial patterns of the TC activity in the entire NA basin
with minimal computational costs compared to using fineresolution dynamical models, either regional or global.
Recently, in light of this advantage, a track pattern–
based model for the WNP basin has been employed for
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quasi–real-time operational forecasting by the National Typhoon Center of the Korea Meteorological
Administration (J.-H. Kim et al. 2012; Ho et al. 2013).
This implementation of a WNP TC prediction model by a
meteorological agency and its satisfactory operation until
now could partly dispel doubts about artificial skill, as argued in DelSole and Shukla (2009), of our methodology
for application to real-time forecasts. Moreover, the high
forecast skill of our model shown in this study also supports
the applicability of the hybrid model to operational seasonal TC prediction for the NA basin in conjunction with
the seasonal forecast dataset from the CFSv2 as predictors.
Two major challenges have been identified in our
model. First, unlike dynamical models, it does not forecast
individual TCs, because our model is based on statistical
regression. Although there is physical consistency between
TC genesis and favorable environmental conditions, such
relationships are not always linked directly to TC formation. Second, TCs with irregular tracks showing a significant amount of fuzziness cannot be easily assigned to one
of the four defined track patterns, which may lead to larger
forecasting error. Improvements to resolve the limitations
in our model will be performed in future research.
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